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The tree pictured here has been healthy, 
disease?and insect?free since it was planted. 
It is grown on a shade-free, south-facing 
front yard, getting its preference of full sun 
exposure. It tolerates acid-to-alkaline soil pH, 
but is intolerant to drought and poor 
drainage conditions. It has a shallow, 
horizontally spreading root system and, 
therefore, benefits from having 7?10 cm of 
mulch placed on top of its roots for 

Picea abies (L.) H. Karst ?Pendula? (commonly 
known as weeping Norway spruce) is a 
small-sized evergreen with drooping lateral 
branches. It is often sold as a 90?120 cm tall 
plant at garden centres and, if the leader is 
not staked, its dense branches will eventually 
cascade down along the ground to spill over 
garden slopes or walls in ground cover 
fashion.

My plant?s leader was staked when it was first 
planted to encourage height, and the tree 
grew in a narrow, upright position. When it 
reached 4 m tall, and the trunk was 
sufficiently strong enough to withstand 
strong Chinook winds, the stake was 
discarded. Since then, the leader has begun 
to droop downward in true ?Charlie Brown 
Christmas Tree? fashion. It is a quirky 
addition to the landscape and very much a 
year-round, all-season focal point.

Growing Weeping Norway Spruce
By Bev Espenant

Dressed for the holidays, 2020 (Bev Espenant) 

Picea abies is known to produce the longest 
cones of all the conifers, and ?Pendula? is no 
exception, with spectacular, jaw-dropping 
15 cm long, rigid cones adorning its outer 
branches. The needles remain dark green 
year-round and are not prone to yellowing 
or browning.

One year after planting, 2013 (Bev Espenant)

Norway spruce cone (Bev Espenant)
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protection from moisture loss and heat. 
Hares like to browse on the bottom 
branches and so a short wire fence barrier 
was installed at its base as a deterrent. It is 
periodically watered during dry conditions 
and compost and mulch are spread around 
its base.

?Pendula? is perfect as an alternative to the 
over-planted huge spruce trees seen in yards 
all over the city. It has a small footprint for 
small, narrow city lots and will not block 
sunlight to the house. It is easy to care for, 
has almost no diseases or insect problems, 
and no messy seasonal drop; dark green 
foliage can be enjoyed year-round. Most of all, 
it is an interesting, unusual, focal point that 
garners a lot of interest and attention? even 
good-natured laughs from the neighbours. Weeping spruce with a new cone. (Pixabay)

Design Your  Yard:
Have a Plan

Design Your Yard workshops are 
sponsored by the City of Calgary. 

Watch for the return of Design Your Yard 
workshops in February 2022. 

Whatever your challenges? yard size, lot 
shape, soil, runoff, plants, vision? to 
redesign your yard successfully, you need 
to understand its environment and make 
a plan. 

Be ready when the workshops return by 
creating a list of the changes you would 
like to make and why.

Do you know?

- where rainwater flows and collects?

- which areas are in full sun or deep shade?

- which direction the wind comes from and 
if there is any shelter?

- the plants you want to grow and their 
growing requirements?


